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For more information please visit NGL.Cengage.com/ourworld or contact your local representative.
Our World is a six-level primary series in British English, bringing age-appropriate National Geographic content to young learners of English. Fun and fascinating information about the real world, with stunning images and video, gives learners the essential English language, skills and knowledge needed to understand their world.

BRINGING THE WORLD TO THE CLASSROOM – AND THE CLASSROOM TO LIFE

National Geographic content makes learning English fun!

Easy-to-use technology reinforces and enhances the content of the Student’s Book.

National Geographic video inspires and motivates young learners.

The Professional Development programme helps teachers get the most out of Our World.

www.NGLCengage.com/ourworld
LEARN ENGLISH WITH NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC

Our World brings together fun and fascinating information about the real world, supported by stunning National Geographic images and video. It gives young learners of English the essential language, skills and knowledge needed to understand their world – all while learning English.

Each level of Our World includes:
- Language presentation and practice
- Songs and games
- Video activities
- National Geographic Values and Mission pages
- Collaborative project work and much more!

VALUES PAGES Levels 1–3

MISSION PAGES Levels 4–6

COLLABORATIVE PROJECTS
27 HOURS OF VIDEO FOR YOUNG LEARNERS

National Geographic video is the perfect way to bring your English classroom to life. Created especially for young learners of English, *Our World* Video is fully integrated into the *Our World* teaching and learning materials, with 30 fun-filled minutes of video for each unit that include:

- Original songs
- Language presentation and review
- Games
- National Geographic video
- and *Our World* Reader Story Time

To make it simple to use in the classroom, all 27 hours of *Our World* Video are available on Interactive Whiteboard DVDs, for use with an interactive whiteboard or simply a laptop and projector.

NGL.Cengage.com/ourworld
myNGconnect is an online companion site for teachers and learners, and provides easy access to resources that support, reinforce and build on the learning done in the classroom.

An Interactive Whiteboard DVD for each level integrates all the teaching resources, including video, songs, games, and language presentation, making it easy to bring the classroom to life!

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT MADE EASY

Dr. Joan Kang Shin, a respected trainer of young learner teachers in over 100 countries, and series editor for Our World, has designed a Professional Development Programme that helps teachers improve their classroom practice and get the most out of Our World.

Using short videos of real classrooms and interviews with teachers from around the world, the programme covers areas and topics such as:

- Using video and technology in the classroom
- Empowering young learners through real-world content
- Storytelling
- And much more!

NGL.Cengage.com/ourworld
BRING STORYTELLING INTO YOUR CLASSROOM

The *Our World* Readers are six levels of original stories, folktales, myths and non-fiction from around the globe. Each *Our World* Reader is a great way to support the language covered in the Student’s Books, encourage reading for fun, and bring storytelling into your English language-learning classroom.

To make it easy to use the *Our World* Readers in your curriculum, one graded reader is available to support the theme and language of each unit. Each includes fun facts and activities and is also available as Story Time in the *Our World* Video.

- One graded reader for each unit
- Big Books for levels 1 and 2
- Available in the *Our World* Video

MATERIALS FOR TEACHERS AND LEARNERS

All six levels of *Our World* are fully supported with materials that present, practise, reinforce and extend the content of the Student’s Books.

FOR LEARNERS

- Student’s Book with CD-ROM
- Workbook with Audio CD
- *Our World* Readers
- Online Student Activities, powered by myNGconnect

FOR TEACHERS

- Lesson Planner with Audio CD and Teacher’s Resources CD-ROM
- Interactive Whiteboard DVD
- Assessment Book with Audio CD
- Assessment CD-ROM with ExamView®
- *Our World* Video DVD
- Story Time DVD

SERIES EDITORS

DR. JOANN (JODI) CRANDALL

Dr. JoAnn (Jodi) Crandall is Professor Emerita and former Director of the Language, Literacy and Culture Ph.D. Program, and Co-Director of the MA TESOL Program at the University of Maryland, Baltimore County. She has worked in all areas of ESL/EFL including teaching, curriculum and materials development, standards development and teacher training.

DR. JOAN KANG SHIN

Dr. Joan Kang Shin is the Director of TESOL Professional Training Programs in the Education Department at the University of Maryland, Baltimore County, and specialises in the training and professional development of teachers of English to young learners. In her role she is responsible for administering professional development and teacher training programmes that reach teachers in over 100 countries around the world.
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